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SANY Reach Stacker has been used in ports, wharfs and storage 
yards to handle, transfer and stack various container and other 
materials. It features inbuilt functions in safe, reliable, and energy 
saving with world-leading technologies such as dynamic anti-
rollover protection, anti-collision of the spreaders, vertical lift of 
the booms, patented technology of power driven counterweight 
and automatic �re extinguisher.
With our full product line up of heavy, overweight hurdling, light, 
empty container and o�-road
reach stackers, SANY Reach Stacker can be your solid partner in 
logistics, energy, chemical engineering, wind power and forestry, 
bringing you the peace of mind while getting the most out of 
the job site.



Adopt intelligent control technology, detect real-
time working condition and control traveling 
speed with the changing height of load to 
prevent the rollover.

Jointly designed by the technical 
teams from China and Germany, the 
equipment is assured to be highly 
reliable and endurable by adopting 
full-digit prototype design system, 
going through FEA,  dynamics 
simulation analysis, as well as strict 
endurance and vibration tests.

Equipped with world famous engines 
such as VOLVO and CUMMINS which 
are quite reliable, and have strong 
power, combining the advanced 
p o w e r  m a t c h i n g  a n d  c o n t r o l 
technology, the equipment is greatly 
optimized in dynamic performance.
Multiple protections for engine 
and gearbox: scienti�cally protect 
the engine's start-stop, operation 
and gearbox shifting to extend its 
service life.

The pipeline network automatic �re extinguisher comes with 
the strong spray can activate the �re alarm, anti-�aming 
and �re extinction functions to ensure the safety of the 
operator.

Provide solid tyre �exible damping system according to customers' needs to
achieve safer operation and lower maintenance cost. Combined with �exible
shock absorption technology, it signi�cantly reduced the shocking load, raised
operation comfort and extended the service life of the components.

Adopting technologies such as laser scanning and graphic identi�cation, the
reach stacker can precisely detect people or obstacles within the driving route 
and then automatically brakes to prevent accidents. It is highly intelligent with 
active safety.

Intelligent control of the positions of spreaders
and booms can e�ectively prevent collision
among the spreader, frame and boom, avoiding
accidents by wrong operation and signi�cantly
reducing the working intensity.



The intelligent controller detects the boom parameters in real time,
automatically calculates and adjusts the boom posture, ensures the 
vertical lifting throughout the operation, makes stacking safer, and
greatly improves work e�ciency

The centralized operating handle has excellent micro-motion performance, 
and easily realizes millimeter-level precise control; all movements of 
the spreader adopts proportional control, giving you a man-machine 
integrated operation experience; the whole machine has a multi-action 
linkage design to achieve fast and e�cient operation.

The operator-oriented design includes an all-round visibility for di�erent 
working conditions. The controlling devices are placed in designated 
positions to ease the fatigue of operators.

Reach stacker for bulk container loading and unloading was developed,
which broke through the bottleneck of bulk container handling 
technology, simpli�ed the process of container loading and unloading,
and greatly improved operation e�ciency and environmental 
performance.



Automatically adjust the pump displacement according to the load, 
realizing high precision �ow control. The e�ect of energy saving and 
consumption reduction is remarkable.

Automatically recognize dynamic power according to load change and 
adjust engine speed. The output power automatically adjust to load and 
work conditions, greatly reducing energy consumption.

Optimize the structure to make it lighter and stronger.





· Con�gurable imported 5-speed automatic transmission: proportional shift gears, smoother 
shifting, good comfort and better power performance after matching with the engine.
· Equipped with Sany's new generation hydraulic energy-saving system, combined with 
engine load precise control system, the energy-saving mode saves 15% fuel under testing 
conditions. 
· Equipped with spreader proportional hydraulic system, with micro-control to improve the 
box operation.
· Equipped with higher air intake and air intake pre-�lter, long air �lter life, engine is safer, 
equipped with ring �re extinguisher, reversing radar, reversing rear view system, safer to 
use.
· Distributed control system: excellent operation action response, reduced from 800ms to 
400ms CAN bus layout, bus buttons, electric proportional handle, higher reliability.
· Classic square section boom
· The wide-section frame and H-type spreader have passed the high-strength fatigue test.

Fuel consumption under testing conditions is reduced by 15% 
compared to the original model
Equipped with high intake pre-�lter, long life of �lter 
element and low maintenance cost;
The whole vehicle LED energy-saving lamp has a longer life;

Comprehensive work e�ciency increased by 10%;
Full proportional control: more sensitive control and
faster response;

 After over 10 years' R&D, the quality is excellent;
 30,000 hours fatigue test of structural parts;
 Ring automatic �re extinguishing system;







engine

model - VOLVO TAD1151 VOLVO TAD1151 CUMMINS QSM11 VOLVO TAD1171VE CUMMINS QSL9 VOLVO TAD1151

rated capacity kW/rpm 265/2100 265/2100 250/2100 265/2100 248/2100 265/2100

max torque Nm/rpm 1780/1260 1780/1260 1674/1400 1785/1260 1424/1500 1780/1260

emission standard -

gearbox model - DANA 15.5HR36000 DANA 15.5HR36000 DANA 15.5HR36000 DANA 15.5HR36000 DANA 15.7TE32418 DANA 15.5HR36000

axle model - Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341

spreader

model - SDJ450H-R1 SDJ450FA SDJ450FA SDJ450FA SDJ450FA SDJ450T

shift distance mm ±800 ±800 ±800 ±800 ±800 ±800

slewing angle deg +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195

inclination angle deg

weight t 7.15 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 4.5

application - ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'

boom
max hoisting height mm 15100 15100 15100 15100 15100 9300

inclination angle deg 0~60 0~60 0~60 0~60 0~60 0~50 

tyre - 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-25 40PR

max hoisting speed(unloaded/loaded) mm/s 420/250 420/250 420/250 420/250 420/250 420/250

max descending speed(unloaded/loaded) mm/s 360/300 360/300 360/300 360/300 360/300 360/300

max travelling speed(unloaded/loaded) km/h 25/20 25/21 25/21 25/21 25/21 25/21

gradeability(unloaded/loaded) % 39/32 39/32 39/32 39/32 39/32 39/32

hydraulic system pressure bar 280 260 260 260 260 260

overall weight t 71 72 72 72 72 65

rated capacity t 45 45 45 45 45 45

No. of stack - 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 3 (9'6"/8'6")

overall length mm 11320 11340 11340 11340 11340 10970

wheel base mm 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000

overall height mm 4950 4770 4770 4770 4770 4770

min ground clearance mm 350 350 350 350 350 350

overall width mm 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185

balance weight movable distance mm - - - - - -

front tyre distance mm 3033 3033 3033 3033 3033 3033

rear tyre distance mm 2790 2790 2790 2790 2790 2790

min turing radius mm 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000 8000

20' container aile width mm 11300 11300 11300 11300 11300 11300

40' container aile width mm 13600 13600 13600 13600 13600 13600



engine

model - VOLVO TAD1151 CUMMINS QSB 6.7 VOLVO TAD1151 CUMMINS QSL9 VOLVO TAD1151 CUMMINS QSL9

rated capacity kW/rpm 265/2100 164/2300 265/2100 248/2100 265/2100 248/2100

max torque Nm/rpm 1780/1260 949/1500 1780/1260 1424/1500 1780/1260 1424/1500

emission standard -

gearbox model - DANA 16.7TE30510 DANA 13.7HR32334 DANA 15.5HR36000 DANA 15.7TE32418 DANA 15.5HR36000 DANA 15.7TE32418

axle model - Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D81 PL488 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 KESSLER D106 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341

spreader

model - SDJ450H9 SDJE100H SDJ450FA SDJ450FA SDJ450FA SDJ450FA

shift distance mm ±800 ±600 ±800 ±800 ±800 ±800

slewing angle deg +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195

inclination angle deg

weight t 7.2 4.3 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8

application - ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45'

boom
max hoisting height mm 15100 16200 15100 15100 13600 13600

inclination angle deg 0~60 0~64.5 0~58 0~58 0~50 0~50

tyre - 18.00-25 40PR 14.00-24 28PR 18.00-33 36PR 18.00-33 36PR 21.00-35 36PR 21.00-35 36PR

max hoisting speed(unloaded/loaded) mm/s 420/250 450/400 420/250 420/250 400/220 400/220

max descending speed(unloaded/loaded) mm/s 360/300 400/400 360/300 360/300 360/280 360/280

max travelling speed(unloaded/loaded) km/h 25/21 28/25 25/18 25/18 20/15 20/15

gradeability(unloaded/loaded) % 39/32 33/27 38/24 38/24 26/17 26/17

hydraulic system pressure bar 260 220 260 260 260 260

overall weight t 73 39 76.5 76.5 96.5 96.5

rated capacity t 45 10 45 45 45 45

No. of stack - 5 (9'6"/8'6") 6 (8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (8'6") 5 (8'6")

overall length mm 11340 11000 11845 11845 13270 13270

wheel base mm 6000 5000 6500 6500 8000 8000

overall height mm 4770 4000 4870 4870 5230 5230

min ground clearance mm 350 250 350 350 420 420

overall width mm 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185

balance weight movable distance mm - -

front tyre distance mm 3033 3280 3033 3033 3060 3060

rear tyre distance mm 2790 2450 2790 2790 3120 3120

min turing radius mm 8000 6800 8800 8800 10600 10600

20' container aile width mm 11300 10000 11600 11600 14500 14500

40' container aile width mm 13600 13600 13600 13600 15200 15200



engine

model - VOLVO TAD1151 VOLVO TAD1151 VOLVO TAD1181VE VOLVO TAD1181VE VOLVO TAD1181VE VOLVO TAD1151

rated capacity kW/rpm 265/2100 265/2100 265/2100 265/2100 265/2100 265/2100

max torque Nm/rpm 1780/1260 1780/1260 1785/1400 1785/1400 1785/1400 1780/1260

emission standard -

gearbox model - DANA 15.5HR36000 DANA 15.5HR36000 DANA 157TE30510-7 DANA 157TE30510-7 DANA 157TE30510-7 DANA 15.7TE30510

axle model - Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D106 PL341 Kessler D106 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341

spreader

model - SDJ400G1 SDJS320D SDJ450G SDJ450G SDJ450G SDJ450H-R1

shift distance mm - +1000/-600 ±800 ±800 ±800 ±800

slewing angle deg 360 +105° /-195° +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195

inclination angle deg 55° - - -

weight t 1.2 7.5 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.15

application - ISO20' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45'

boom
max hoisting height mm 15000 13910 15100 15100 15100 15100

inclination angle deg 56.5 56.5 60 0~60 

tyre - 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-33 36PR 18.00-33 36PR 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-25 40PR

max hoisting speed(unloaded/loaded) mm/s 420/250 420/250 420/250 420/250 420/220 420/250

max descending speed(unloaded/loaded) mm/s 360/300 360/300 360/300 360/300 500/400 360/300

max travelling speed(unloaded/loaded) km/h 25/21 25/21 25/21 25/21 25/21 25/20

gradeability(unloaded/loaded) % 39/32 39/32 43/28 43/28 46/28 39/32

hydraulic system pressure bar 260 260 260 260 280 280

overall weight t 65.5 72 81.5 83.5 72.5 71

rated capacity t 50 35 45 45 45 45

No. of stack - - 4(9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6")

overall length mm 10580 11390 12291 12291 11290 11320

wheel base mm 6000 6000 7000 7000 6000 6000

overall height mm 4770 4770 4940 4940 4850 4950

min ground clearance mm 350 350 350 350 330 350

overall width mm 4188 6053 6052 6052 4188 6053-12185

balance weight movable distance mm - - - - - -

front tyre distance mm 3033 3033 3033 3033 3112 3033

rear tyre distance mm 2790 2790 2790 2790 2790 2790

min turing radius mm 8000 8000 9100 9100 8000 8000

20' container aile width mm - 11300 11300

40' container aile width mm - - 13600



engine

model - YC075ZQ-1(3S7501) QSL9 261kw Tier4F VOLVO TAD1181VE VOLVO TAD1181VE VOLVO TAD1181VE VOLVO TAD1181VE

rated capacity kW/rpm 92/2200 248/2100 265/2100 265/2100 265/2100 265/2100

max torque Nm/rpm 500/1300~1600 1424/1500 1785/1400 1785/1400 1785/1400 1785/1400

emission standard -

gearbox model -  DANA 15.7TE32418 DANA 157TE30510-7 DANA 157TE30510-7 DANA 157TE30510-7 DANA 157TE30510-7

axle model - Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D106 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D102 PL341 Kessler D106 PL341

spreader

model - SDJ450H-R1 SDJ450FA SDJ450H9 SDJ450G SDJ450G SDJ450G

shift distance mm ±800 ±800 ±800 ±800 ±800 ±800

slewing angle deg +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195 +105/-195

inclination angle deg - - -

weight t 7.15 7.8 7.2 7.8 7.8 7.8

application - ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45' ISO20'/40'/45'

boom
max hoisting height mm 15100 15100 15100 15100 15100 15100

inclination angle deg 0~60 0~57 0~60 0~58 0~58 56.5

tyre - 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-33 36PR 18.00-25 40PR 18.00-33 36PR 18.00-33 36PR 18.00-33 36PR

max hoisting speed(unloaded/loaded) mm/s 420/250 420/250 420/250 420/250 420/250 420/220

max descending speed(unloaded/loaded) mm/s 360/300 360/300 360/300 360/300 360/300 360/300

max travelling speed(unloaded/loaded) km/h 21/15 22/16 25/21 25/21 25/21 25/21

gradeability(unloaded/loaded) % 28/16 27/18 39/32 43/26 43/26 38/23

hydraulic system pressure bar 280 260 260 260 260 260

overall weight t 71 89 73 76.5 76.5 88

rated capacity t 45 45 45 45 45 45

No. of stack - 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6") 5 (9'6"/8'6")

overall length mm 11320 12329 11340 11860 11860 12790

wheel base mm 6000 7000 6000 6500 6500 7500

overall height mm 4950 4362 4770 4880 4880 5010

min ground clearance mm 372 350 350 350 350 350

overall width mm 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6053-12185 6052

balance weight movable distance mm - - - -

front tyre distance mm 3033 3060 3033 3033 3033 3033

rear tyre distance mm 2790 3120 2790 2790 2790 2790

min turing radius mm 8000 9500 8000 8600 8600 9700

20' container aile width mm 11300 11300 11600 11600

40' container aile width mm 13600 13600 13600 13600



SANY 45T container spreader is used in reach stacker 
to stack, load or unload ISO standard 20’, 40’ and 
45’ containers. Based on market needs, Sany Port 
Machinery has developed numerous container spreaders 
of reasonable structure with good design, strong safety 
protection function and cost e�ective, su�ciently 
meeting di�erent require- ments of the customers.

SANY SDJE100 spreader is applicable to the transfer and 
stacking of ISO standard 20’, 40’ and 45’ container 
or refrigerator. It is the �rst of this kind spreader in 
China. Flexible, convenient and economic, it will be your 
best choice.

SANY SWG310 spreader is applicable to transfer,  load 
and unload log or other special materials. This  product 
has perfectly solved the di�culty of trans-  porting and 
loading speci�c materials such as log,  bringing high 
pro�t for customers
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not only tube and pipe like material, but also container 
or bulk cargo.

SANY SDJS320 spreader is designed for Reach  Stacker 
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product has perfectly solved the di�culty of transporting 
and unloading bulk materials. It �lls in the  domestic 
blank, breaks through the bottleneck of  unloading 
bulk materials, and highly improves the  e�ciency and 
environment-protection performance.

SANY SDJE450P spreader is applicable to the transfer 
and stacking of ISO standard 20’,30’,35’, 40’ 
and 45’ container and the transfer of EN284 non-
stacking container. It has multiple usages, which meet 
the European and American intermodal working mode 
requirements.

New model of spreader, light weight design, 
more energy saving and lower fuel con- sumption
Rated capacity: 45t
Application: ISO 20'/40'/45' Containers

Rated capacity: 45t
Application: ISO 20’/40’/45’ Containers

Empty container stacking, �exible and 
convenient
Rated capacity: 10t
Application: ISO 20’/40’/45’ Containers

Highly e�cient log grabs
Rated capacity: 31t  Application: wood

Rated capacity: 45t
Application: Pipeline

A born bulk cargo handling expert
Rated capacity: 35t  Tilt angle: 0~55°
Application: ISO 20’ Containers

Rated capacity: 40t
Application: Large tube, bulk cargo

Workable at multi-conditions, quick response 
to container-aligning operation
Rated capacity: 45t
Application: ISO 20’/30’/35’/40’/45’ Containers 
EN284 non-stacking containers
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